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Welcome
Welcome to this the first E Newsletter for the North Staffs branch of the BMSGH.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank John Booth who for many years produce our branch
newsletter. Like John we will be asking you to help shape the E newsletter with your news, views and
articles.

robecarter@hotmail.com
Projects

We as a branch have a number of on-going projects, this can only happen
with the good will and hard work from willing volunteers.

Can you spare a little time to help with the following projects?
Cheadle cemetery index requires transcribing. Have you got access to a
computer and a little time to spare?. Please contact Bill or Dianne.

bill@harrisongenealogy.co.uk
dshenton@btopenworld.com

Steve Stutcinskas is looking for help with the transcribing of index’s
for the Staffordshire BMD’s, can you help?
This project has helped countless people with their research over the
years. For this good work to continue even the smallest of assistance
from willing volunteers will help.
The transcribing can be done at your leisure at home, no time limits
no pressure and may even help you in your own research?

steve.stutcinskas@sky.com

Cheadle, Staffordshire. By Dianne Shenton
Cheadle Cemetery
Late last summer Bill Harrison and I undertook to go into Cheadle Town
Council offices and photograph the burial registers for the cemetery. These
commence in 1895 and consist of 20 volumes. Mike Griffin has been valiantly transcribing these and is currently on book 7. Once completed, they will
be available for members to search, and a copy will also be given to the
Cheadle Town Council Office for their use.
A plan of the cemetery was found and Bill is hoping to make this available
too, so that members can easily find the graves of their relatives.
Whilst visiting the Cheadle Offices we discovered that they had a large number of books, correspondence and other records jumbled up and very dirty in
the cupboard under the stairs. After discussion, the Clerk to the Town Council put them out into boxes and I went over several times going through
them and making a list. We suggested that much of these could be deposited in Stafford Record Office, but before then we would photograph items
likely to be of interest to our members. The photographs have now been taken of a 1836 Survey of Cheadle, Councillor’s declarations and various Charity
Records.
.

The first item to be completed is the transcription of the 1836 Survey
of Cheadle.
The tithe maps have the plots shown by number, so if you have found a
name of interest it is possible to find the exact plot (or house) on the
map.
This transcription is now available to buy in the E-shop
The book has divided Cheadle into its’ four quarters i.e. Above Park,
Grange, Cheadle and Huntley. Each Quarter is then listed numerically,
so I have transcribed them into a spread sheet and sorted it
alphabetically on the Owners. At first I assumed that the numbers were
just entry numbers, as there was no explanation, however as I worked
through I realised that although the numbers were listed following a
numerical order they were not necessarily consecutive.
Various suggestions were made and so I compared the 1836 Survey
with the 1842 Tithe Awards (Doc Ref D1278/1-2) at Stafford Record Office and also with the 1837 Valuation and Rate Book (Doc Ref D233/A/
PO/1) again at Stafford Record Office.
Both these books had plot names sufficiently similar to indicate that the
same numbers were used for all. Tithe Maps can be viewed in Lichfield
Record Office (Doc Ref B/A/15/81) Please note the quarter of Cheadle
as there are four maps, one for each quarter.

Projects

Here Lyeth
A decaying Body of Historical Evidence
that should be Recorded before it crumbles
into Dust or is Destroyed by the work of
Vandals
Stand still reader, and let fall a tear,
For the facts engraved here
And then make haste, transcribe these lines
Learn while ye may the meaning of these signs.
Preserve these stones, avert the crime
Snatch history from the hands of time.
Monumental inscriptions (MI’s) are potentially a very useful source for family history and Britain has a
wealth of genealogical information, inscribed on graves in more than 20,000 churchyards. The phrase
'carved in stone' conveys an idea of permanence, which sadly is far from the truth. The majority of grave
monuments are unlikely to survive in a readable condition for more than two hundred years. The effects of
weathering, vegetation and vandalism combine to destroy the surface of the stone. Many stones are
removed wholesale in the name of tidy, easily mown churchyards, or when a church has become
'redundant' and the churchyard sold for other purposes.
Gravestones can provide more information than the rather bald entries in the parish burial records. Graves
often indicate places and dates of birth, where people lived and even the names of close relations. If the
death was violent, the facts may sometimes be recorded and occupations are often indicated by engravings
of the tools of the trade. Engraved coats of arms can also distinguish a particular family branch from others
of the same name. Many gravestones and tombs are the last resting place of more than one person, and
the headstone will normally record the relationships of the individuals buried there.
We has a branch are looking for volunteers to take photographs of any war memorials, internal memorials
and external headstone memorials.
Do you have any photographs of your own family memorials? Can you email them to me, making a note of
their location (ie church/cemetery) this will help to preserve the valuable information that they contain.

Please contact: Rob Carter

robecarter@hotmail.com

Dates for
the diary
2015
th

Phil will be giving a talk on Clough hall and the local history in and
around the Kidsgrove area.

13 April

Research

Clough Hall
Local History

Evenings

Phil Leese

Come and join us at one of our research evenings, we have a
wealth of genealogy information to share with you in book form
and digital formats.
We have members who are willing to help you through the maze
of information that we hold and steer you in the right direction.

11th May
Research
Evening

Please look at the library list on the BMSGH web site before you
come, this will give you a flavour of the documents we have at
our disposal.
ON THE WEB
Lost Cousins Web site.
A good idea for connecting fellow family members. It also has
“free weekends” with subscription sites.
The basic idea is that you enter the 1881 census details for
your ancestors and if anyone else can match one of the
household members then they can be put in touch but only
swapping email addresses when both parties are satisfied
that they want to. So none of your personal details go online.
http://www.lostcousins.com

1st June
Staffordshire soldiers
and the great war

Steve Booth

New site for UK war memorials.
A new government run website aims to gather information
about all the war memorials in the UK. Organisations throughout the Country will spend the next four years working on the
UK war memorials site.
http://ukwarmemorials.org
Save printing ink.
Web pages are ink-wasters, with all the sidebars, menus etc.
to print any web page without the extra stuff, copy the URL
address into a free online tool (printfriendly.com) the page will
then refresh as a clean text only printable version. It will also
convert it to a PDF document to print later.

